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IN our scheme of organization of the 6th December, 1893, we
included a proposal for the formation of a Balloon Park, and the
Headquarter Staff made a special report on that subject, which was
printed and attached to the message of the Federal Council.
After discussing the question, this scheme of organization was
rejected. But duri □ g these last three years the captive balloon bas
been greatly improved in foreign armies; it has become an engine of
war of great importance, and the necessity of providing our army
with this indispensable adjunct obliges us to revert to the subject
by laying this new scheme before you ; we are, as a matter of fact,
convinced that the use of captive military balloons has become a
matter of absolute and indisputable urgency for our militia also.
Captive balloons were used more than a hundred years ago in the
French army to observe the movements of the enemy; the decree
of the 2nd April, 1794, broughL into existence the first balloon
company.
Balloons were used by the French in the first war of the Republic,
at the sieges of l\fanbeuge and Charleroi, and at the battle of
Fleuru.s. The appearance of this enormous machine prOllttced a
great IJlOra! effect on the garrison of Charleroi and the gornrnor
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demanded a capiLulation, despairing, so he said, of concealing his bad
situation from an enemy who was in possession of such a means of

observation. The battle of .Fleurus took place on the 2Gth June,
1794, and the balloon harl its share in the success ; it remainerl in
the air for nine hours, and Jourdan was always informed of the
enemy's movements as soon as thev were executed, and was enabled
to ca1:ry out at once the manceuv1~es necessary to foil them, thanks

to the useful and speedy information he received from General
l\Iorlot, the chief of bis staff, who was in the car.
The Committee of Public Safety, satisfied 11·ith the results
obtaiJJed by the balloon, formed a second company, and shortly
aftenrnrds established the :National Aerostatic School at l\Ieudon.
Aeronauts subsequently accompanied

the armies of Pichegru,

Moreau and Roche. Bonaparte sent them to Egypt, where all the
aerostatic stores were destroyed at the battle of Aboukir, with Lhe
ship in which they were.

Balloon companies were then suppressed

by the Directory. At this period the means employed to inflate the
balloon were rnry complicated. The gas was produced by furnaces
of special construction at a. station in the interior of the country,

from whence the inflated balloon had to be transported, with much
difficulty, to the theatre of war. Therefore, as soon as the great
offensive wars of France broke out, it became impossible for the
inflated ba1loons to accompany the :umies operating beyontl the

Alps and the Hhine.
Military ballooning was then almost completely abandoned, a11d
it was not until the year 1870 that it was again made use of, and
then once more by Fra,nce. It was employed in two different ways:
at the siege of Paris balloons supplied a postal serYice connecting

the provinces with the capital; and with the army of the Loire it
was attempted to use them as captive balloons for observing the

enemy.

But, in spite of the very capable men employed, these

trials were not a success. It was then recognized that it was
impossible to improYize in time of war the aerostatic requisites,
which need to be studied with the greatest care, and in their most
minute details.
The Germans bad no better success in their attempts to use a

captive balloon before Strasburg.
The experience of 1870 led the :French to stndy the subject of
military aerostatio11 with great care ; the school of Chalais-l\Ieudon
was re-establisbecl; the manufacture of gas and all other stores
was improved, a continnally i11crcasi11g persvnnel was trained in all
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aerostatic manceuvres, and the development of military ballooning
In France soon caused neighbouring armies to imitate what was
going on in that country.
The want of mobility of the aerostatic materiel of the first
Republic was lessened by the employment of a hydro.gen generator
on wheels, which thns formed a movable gas factory, so that the
manufacture of the gas and the inflation of the balloon could be
carried out on the battlefield. A further improvement, introduced
a few years ago, consists of the transport of the gas compressed into
steel cylinders, which admits of the balloon being inflated with much
greater rapidity.
No great ·war having taken place since the re-introduction of
military hallooning, captive balloons have only been employed in
some colouial campaigns.
The English used them in Bechuanaland and the Soudan.
In 1887 the Italian expedition to Erythrea, under General San
l\Iarzano, was provided with a balloon park. The detachment
consisted of 6 officers and 4 sections of Engineers, with 3
balloons. The gas, made at Naples, was transported in steel tubes.
The balloons were used on different occasions at the fortified camp
of Saati, and the official despatches of General San l\Iarzano state
that from the position at Saati the field of observation Yisible from
the car was greater than that from the outposta.
D11ring the Tonqnin campaign balloons were employed, at the
request of AJmiral Courbet, who considered them the only means
of reconnaissance possible in snch close country. A detachment of
2 officers and 36 N.C.O.'s and men were included in the reinforcements sent to Tonqnin early in 1884. This detachment wns
strengthened by the arldition of 30 marine artillerymen and 80
coolies. In consequence of the almost entire absence of communications in that country, it was found necessary to use special stores
of a very light pattern, anJ to reduce the size of the balloons so
that they did not exceeJ 11,000 cubic feet.
Immediately after its arrival at Hannoi the detachment formed
part of the expedition against Bae-Ninh, and the information
obtained by it was of great service, both during the advance and at
the battle of Tung-Son; a,nd the presence of the balloon helped
greatly to raise the morale of the troops. It was moved aborit fully
inflated for 13 days, after which it was again filled and used at the
bombardment of Hung-Hoa, where it was of great use in watching
the besieged town, and reporting the effect of the fire. Lastly, the
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detachment formed part of General Negrier's colnmn, where the
balloon was successfully nscd in front of E.ep, ancl the general made
an ascent himself, so as to get an exact idea of the ground and the
sitnation. The campaign thus proved that the captive balloon as a
means of information for the general in command is of the highest
value, :1nd that it can follow troops for several weeks eYen in very
close conntrv.

Although' the reports on the resnlts obtained by balloons during
large manreuvres are Ycry incomplete, still they prove that these
results have been on the whole satisfactory.
A Yery fnll account was published by Lieutenant Debureaux in
the Revue du Gdnie, after the French rnanceuvres of 1891. "Never,"
says this officer, "has the use of balloons been so clearly demonstrated; it is true that captive balloons have found a rnlnable
adjunct in the t,elephone, which greatly increases their efficiency, as
by this means tbe officers in the c:u· can keep up continuous communication with the general in command, forwarding their observations to him, and thus keeping him in touch with every movement

of the enemy, eYen when he is a considerable distance off.
"But the improvements effected arc even greater. Thanks to the
process of compressing the gas, it is now possible to get a balloon
re~dy for an ascent in half-an-honr's time, and the equipment has
been made so portable that the conveyance of a balloon, whether
empty or inflated, is a matter of the greatest ease. The detachment
marched from Versailles to Brienne, a distance of 120 miles, in
10 days, and on some days muYed more than 24 miles.
"The balloon made its first appearance at the fight near Anlnay,
under very unfavourable conditions; there was a storm of wind
and rain, and the park had to make the best of its way to the farm
at La Garenne over broken and hilly roads. In spite of these
obstacles, the JIJeu,e made an ascent at the time ordered, and was of
great service ; it was able to warn the officer commanding the Ylth
Corps that the fierce attack he was defending himself against was
nothing but a feint, and to advertise him of the position of the
reserve and the real line of attack. Four generals, ma.king successive
ascents, were able to appreciate the great advantages of this means
of observation.

"General de Galliffet, when at Colombey, remained for two
honrs and a-half in the car, transmitting hjs orders by telephone

from a height of 1,000 to 1,200 feet, at which the balloon was kept.
The troops were extended over a frontage of 7 miles, with a
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depth of 2 to 5 miles, in spite of which the general in command
of the Western Army was able to note the positions taken up by it,
to recognize each unit, and to decide on the positio11s to be taken up
by the artillery. He could supen·ize an extent of ground uine miles
in length as if on a map, and even make a gness as to the movement
of troops through woods by the dust raised. After he bad come
down again, he kept up a constant communication with the observers

in the car by means of the telephone.
"At Vendeuvre the balloon was able to notify General Davout of
c,w,ilry skirmishes which were taking place 5 miles away. During
the night battle on the Voire it was once again of the greatest
service. At Margerie it was blowing a gale, and it was not considered wise to run the risk of damaging the equipment, a risk
which would not, however, stop an ascent in time of war.
"Some wonderful marches were made with the balloon inflated:
it passed through the town of Bar-sur-Aube in the middle of the
fight, in spite of many obstacles and obstructions; it went through
the forests of Bossican and Grand-Orient without hampering the
march of the columus; every obstacle was got over in from two to
five minutes, and the balloon, passing over the open ground at a
trot, took up its place again with extraordinary precision."
A balloon was employed very successfully in the Italian fortress
manreuvres round Verona in 1887. Accorcling to the report of the
director of the manreuvres, the defenders, thanks to their balloon,
were continually kept informed of all the adversary's movements,
and were thus able to regulate and concentrate the fire of their
guns.
There is no information as to the results obtained in other
manceuvres, but the Swiss officers who were present at the great
manreuvres near Aquila in 1895 report that there too, the balloon
rendered excellent service by being able to reconnoitre from time
to time the march of the enemy's columns, and the position of his
reserves.

In 1895 a balloon detachment was formed in Austria, which took
part in the Imperial manreuvres in Bohemia. Although the equipment was of very indifferent quality, this detachment was of great
help. The balloon of 35,000 cubic feet, and two reservoirs of 2,000
cubic feet each, were inflated with coal gas from the gasometer at
Budweis, and moved afterwards by night, in very stormy weather,
to the manreuvre ground, a distance of 15 miles. On the next day,
the 2nd 1::,eptember, the balloon was used by the superintendent of
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the manrouvres, and was moved a distance of 7 miles during the afternoon; the ,lay after, the balloon contributed greatly to the victory
of the XIVth Corps by discovering in good time the advance of the
Ylllth Corps. On the third day the balloon formed part of the
advanced guard of tbe Vlllth Corps, and was of great assistance to
the officer commanding it, thanks to the information it was able to
give him.

The reports on the last Imperial manreuwes in Germany give
interesting details of the employmeut of "kite" balloons. Each
army corps had a large captive balloon, which was kept at a height
of 3,000 feet. The managemeut of the drum and cable took 60 men
for each balloon, and each section consisted of 6 "tube wagons,"
with 6 horses each, to carry the hydrogen.
The unloading, inflation and ascent of the balloon took 14
minutes. Communication between the ear and the staff of the
army was kept up by the field telegraph.
In many armies the balloon detachment consists of a fixed section,
whose duty is to prod,,ce the gas, and a field section, to follow the
army, and use the balloon when desirable.
The ordinary method of producing hydrol(en gas is hy decomposing water by means of iron and sulphuric acid so as to liberate
the hydrogen ; water can also be decomposed by red-hot iron,
which is the process employed by the best French aeronants; or else
by means of electricity. This last process, electrolysis, is used in
many industries, such as those for the production of chlorate,
potash antl oxygen; the hydrogen is given off as a valueless product,
and the German military administration has taken advantage of
this fact to obtain the necessary hydrogen for the inflation of their
balloons at a very cheap rate. In case we in Switzerland do not
possess such an industry, we shall be obliged to manufacture the gas
onrselves. But as the installations necessary for tbe electrolysis of
water are Yerr costly, we should use the ordinary method of iron
and sulphuric acid. The apparatus should be installed in a central
station in the interior of tbe country; it may be fixed or put on
wheels so as to facilitate its removal in case an evacuation should
become necessary.
Tbe gas produced by the generator is at once compressed to a
pressure of from 120 to 150 atmospheres, so as to reduce its yoJume
as much as possible for transport purposes, and is kept in steel
tubes two to four yards in length, which are carried on specially
constructed wagons.
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The movlLble equipment consists of the balloon, the drum wagon
which is nserl for nncoiling and coiling up the cable, a wagon to
carry the empty balloon and spare stores, and the "tube wagons "

reqnire<l for infta.ting purposes.
The envelope of the balloon is made of silk or skin, and is
surrounded by hemp netting, to which is attached the car carrying
the observers.
A sphere is the most natural shape for a balloon, and is that
adopted by all armies following the French model. The balloon
sections of the German army ha vc tried an elongated balloon that is
kept up by the wind like a kite, and which is thus supposed to offer
special resistance to gusts of wine!.
The "clrum-wagon " is used to hold the balloon by a cable of
hemp, silk or steel. Tbe cable is coiled or uncoiled on the drnm as
the balloon is required to descend or ascend ; thus the height of the
balloon is regulated by the drum, which is itself controlled,
according to circumstances, by a steam or oil eng.ine. The length
of the cable is from 500 to 1,000 yards.
The second wagon is used for transporting the enYelopc of the

balloon with all its accessories anrl the spare equipment.
The "tu be-wagons are to carry the tnbes filled with compresse,l
hydrogen. They are marle of a frame, on which the tubes are placed;
11

a "fillel' '' is nsed as an intermediate resen·oir to contain the gas

passing from the tubes to the balloon. The number of wagons
required for an inflation depends on the size of the balloon and the
tubes.
The field section thus consists of the balloon wagon, the drum
wa.gon, and a certain number of tube wagons; when the construction
of these wagons has been carefully stndied, and if thP,]r teams are

snfficient, the mobility of this section is as great as that of a field
battery.
The Russian, Italian,

Danish,

Spanish, Portnguese, Belgian,

Dutch, Roumanian and Swedish armies have balloon parks similar
to that of the French army. The German, English and Austrian
armies are provided with special equipment manufactured by the
nation.

The balloon service of the French rtrmy consists of the central
establishment at Chalais-Meuclon and four ballo011 companies, each
attached to a regiment of Engineers, and quartered at Versailles,
Arras, Montpelier and Grenoble.
In time of war the strength is doubled by calling out the

.....--
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reservists, and then consists of 13 parks and detachments, allotted
partly to the armies (one park to each army), and partly to
fortresses.

A field balloon section consists of 3 officers, 14 N.C.O.'s, 2
trumpeters, 74 balloonists, 2 N.C.O.'s and 28 drivers of the train,
6 riding and 52 draught horses.
An army park consists of 28 wagons, as under
1 "drum wagon" with 6 horses.

1 :, equipment wagon,, with 6 hor&es.
I cart with 4 horses.
~ provision carts with 2 horses each.

l artillery wagon with 4 horses.
2 store wagons with 2 horses each, and
20 "tube wagons/ of which at least 9 have 6 horses each.

The instruction of the officers and men is carried ont at the school
at Chalais-llieudon according to the directions laid down in the
regulations el ated 8th December, 1890. The officers are given the
necessary technical instruction, and are practised in observing; the

diploma of "balloon officer" being only given to them after they
have made fixe or six free runs.
The del'elopment of this ser vice in France induced the Germans
in 1884 to form a school at Berlin for the study of captive balloon
work, having a personnel of 4 officers, 4 N.C.O.'s, 29 rank and file, and
l aeronaut. This school is attached to the First Railway Brigade; its
establishment has been increased several times, and now consists of

6 officers and 141 N.C.O.'s and men.
Another balloon section was formed in 1890 at Munich, with an
establishment of 3 officers, 4 N.C.O.'s, and 26 men.
The composition of the parks of these sections and their number in war time
is not known.

A Commission was appointed in England in 1871 to study the
subject of military ballooning, and to make experiments, with the
result that the Secretary of State for War decided in 1879 to
introduce ballooning into the army. Balloons inflated with coal gas
were first tried, then hyclrogen was used, and immediately afterwards, in 1880, experiments with the transport of compressed gas
were carried out.

In 188.J. a balloon section was formed at Chatham, and in 1888
the establishment of the balloon park was fixed at 3 officers, 30
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N.C.O.'s and balloonists, 20 N.C.O.'s and men as driYers 3 riding
'
horses, and 6 fotu•.horse wagons as under :l balloon-wagon with 2 skin balloons of 10,000 cubic feet
and 1.000 yards of cable.
l equipment wagon with 2 balloons and stores.
4 tube wagons with 35 tubes each.

In 1890 a balloon depot was formed, consisting of l inspector,
l engineer, l mechanist, and 6 men, for the manufacture and compression of hydrogen. The balloon section forms part of the
Engineers.
In 1895 Italy decided to introduce military ballooning into its
army, and formed an experimental station. The stores ,rnre provided
by the Parisian engineer Gabriel Yon, and since then have undergone no important changes, with the exception of the purchase in
England of the pumps and tubes required for the compressed gas.
A company of specialists was formed in 1887 from the ~rd Regime1Jt
of Engineers, and given charge of the balloon and electric light
serYices; another company was formed later for the same duties.
A field balloon park consists of 2 officers, 52 N.C.O.'s and sappers
of the Engineers, 27 N.C.O.'s and men of the train, 2 riding a1Jd 36
draught horses, and 9 wagons, as follows :1 wagon for balloon equipment.
l drum wagon.
1 transport wagon.

6 tube wagons.
The equipment actually in possession of the Italians consists of
2 field parks and l fortress park.
The Austrian Imperial War Ministry hesitated for a long time
before deciding to introduce ballooning into the army ; it was, how•
cYer, found impossible to delay it any longer, and an experimental
station was formed in 1893 which carried out a very complete series
of trials on the use of the balloon in war. The permanent establishment of this station consists of :3 officers and 6 men; every year
a certaiu number of officers and men of all arms receive six months'
instruction there, so that as early as 1895 it was found possible to
use a balloon detachment in the Imperial Bohemian manoeuvres with
great success.

The Austrian army as yet possesses no definite

organization of field-parks; but as a fairly large sum of money was

-------~--
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voted for military ballooning in the 1896 estimates, it is probable
that the formation of a proper field park will not be much longer
delayed.
A commission was appointed in Russia in 1884, with General

Bore,koff as president, to study military ballooning, and to form
balloon parks. In 1886 the necessary equipment was purchased at
Paris from the firm of Gabriel Yon.

This new· engine of war was

quickly appreciated in the army, the purchase of stores was
continued, and the establishment increased, and in 1890 the following
organization was approved : -

One central instructional balloon park for the purpose of forming
a permanent experimental school, of giving theoretical and practical
instruction to the officers and men detailed for this service, of serving

in time of war as a base for the formation of field balloon sections,
and of making and keeping in repair during peace time the equipment for these sections.
A certain number of fortress balloon sections, with their equipment,

are allotted in peace time to fortresses.
The field sections are not kept up in peace, but are formed on
mobilization by the instrnctional depot, as already stated.
The permanent establishment of the instructional depot consists
of 7 officers and 88 N.C.O.'s and men. The equipment consists of
4 captive balloons of 22,600 cubic feet.
3 free balloons of 35,320 cubic feet.
2 "signal" balloons of 4,240 cubic feet; ,rncl other stores.
The composition of the four fortress parks actually in existence
shows the importance attached to military ballooning by Russia ;
each of these parks corn prises
6 captive balloons of 22,600 cubic feet.
3 free balloons of 35,320 cubic feet.

,
I

'
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3 movable reservoirs containing 8,830 cubic feet each.
1 steam drum on 2 wagons.

l ha nu drum ; and
The stores necessary for producing the gas.
Having thus passed in review the development of military
ballooning, we may now co11sider this question : " 7hat is it that
renders this engine of war so important that it has been adopted

by almost every army in the course of the last few years 1
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The balloon is a very high movable observatory, which can be
employed ,,!most immediately at any point whatever on the battlefield; it follows, therefore, that the captive balloon is, during a
battle, the surest means of information an army can possess. Tbe
officer in the car can see the country round him for a distance of
nine miles, irregularities of ground disappear almost entirely for
him, he can see ◊\-er every undulation and every obstacle ; from the
balloon he can give information in the qu ickest way to the officer in
command, whether of the movements and distribution of the
enemy's forces, or of the position of his own troops.
The captive balloon thus gives to the general possessing it a great
snperiority over an adversary without one, for it permits him to
know bis adrnrsary's intentions before band, and consequently to take
the necessary measures in time. The inferiority of the general who
does not possess a captive balloon is evident, and the kno,dedge of
this disarlvantage paralyzes the energy of the commanders and of
the troops, as is shown by the siege of Charleroi during the first
Republican war. Taking into account the equipment in possession
of neighbouring armies, we have reason to fear that, in case of war
with one or other of these Powers, our aclYersary would employ this
useful means of observation against us.
No other method can take its place; neither the most complete
system of obtaining information, cleYer spies, a stro11 g cavalry force,
daring patrols, nor posts of observation on heights.
The best organized system of spies has alll'ays been found insufficient during a battle, for, under these conditiond, a single man
cannot get a general view of the movements of large bodies of
hostile troops, and eyen if he could succeed in doing so, the means
of communicating bis information in time would still be wanting.
In the same way cavalry, whether in large masses or as patrols,
cannot penetrate the enemy's lines and see what is going on behind
them. Infantry, thanks to the power of its weapon and the use of
smokeless powder, can frustrate eYery attempt made by cavalrr to
lift the Yeil spread out before it. Cavalry may come in contact with
the enemy, and th11s discover the extent of his front, bnt it will
always remain in ignorance of the strength of the troops before it,
and, above all 1 will never succeed in discovering the position of the
enemy's reserves. And even if a bold and energetic cavalry patrol
succeeds after a long detour in finding out the position of the
reserves, and the number of columns on the march, it has still to
transmit this information, which is unlikely to reach the commander-
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in-chief early enough to be of use to him, even if it is so fortunate
as not to be intercepted by the enemy.
It is the same with regard to posts of observation on heights. If
the extent of the battlefield of two armies fighting each other, and
the strategic conditions under which these encounters occur, be taken

into account, it is easily seen that it would be very difficult to find
near the battlefield a point of such au elevation that the whole or
even a part of the ground would be visible from it; and in very few
cases indeed would this point be found so situated that it would be
a good one both for purposes of observation and for the transmission

of information to headquarters. It is, therefore, not possible to rely
on so remote a chance when considering the best steps to be taken,
especially as the fate of an army may depend on it.
The captive balloon is quite another matter, for, with a carefully
pre-arranged equipment, the mobility of which should be as great as
that of a field battery, it is possible, in less than half an hour (20 or
25 minutes, or even 14 minutes, according to the latest reports of
the German manreuvres), to have an observatory 1,500, 2,000, or

even 3,000 feet above the ground, connected by telephone or telegraph to a transmitting station at the foot of the cable, or even
directly in connection with the commanding officer's headquarters.

From such a height the officer in the car can see all the front of
the enemy's line, his field works and bis batteries; he can count the
latter, and, what is of even greater importance to the officer commanding, he can see all the enemy's reserves, and where they are

posted, and can also inform the gener~l from time to time of the
arrival of reinforcing troops.
On the other hand, he can follow the march of his own troops,
control the action of his artillery, observe the progress of the fight
along every portion of the front, and thus inform the general at any
moment of the state of the battle.
Se,·er.tl objections to the use of captive balloons have been raised,
such as that the balloon will not always be in its proper place and
available at any moment.
This objection might have had some weight in the days when the
hydrogen was manufactured on the spot, and when the inflation of

the balloon was a matter of several hours. But this cause of delay
no longer exists, as by the use of gas compressed in steel tubes the
inflation and ascent of the balloon can take place at any time on the
battlefield in less than half an hour. The tubes are carried on
service wagons, in the same way as ammunition for the troops, and
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the whole of the wagons for the balloon, its equipment, the drum
and the tubes reqnirecl for an inflation form one unit as does a

battery; and to have this unit at the required spot in time, it must
be assigned its exact place in the column of march \usually in the
main body of the advanced guard). It is then only a question of
working in a column, such as is raised every day with arti11ery,
The inflation takes place imme.
engineers, and auxiliary F;ervices.

diately before the balloon is wanted, ancl up to that time the empty
envelope remains in its wagon.

Another objection that has often been raised is that an observer
can see nothing in case of fog, and that it is then of no nse.

This is true; but it is just as true for artillery.

This state of the

atmosphere hampers even infantry, both in its movements ancl in its
fire, and yet no one thinks of considering this inconvenience as an

imperfection of infantry and artillery.

Besides, fog is a compara •

tively rare occurrence, and hampers an enemy's balloon to an eqnal

extent; this objection has, therefore, no weight.
The balloon is also charged with indicating the position of the
main body, or at least of the commanding officer.
It is not at all necessary for the balloon to be in the immediate
µroximity of the commanding officer; it is quite sufficient to baYe a
good service of orderlies, mounted or on bicycles, or what is even

better, a short telephone or telegraph communication to ensure the
quick transmission of messages.

In big battles, too, there is no one

main body whose position might be indicated by the presence of
the balloon; an army marches in several deep columns, and the
balloon would be attached to one of these; its ascent 011ly shows
the enemy that there are troops at a certain point, which he will
ha.ve discovered long before by coming into contact with the

advanced guard of that column. Thus the balloon will gi,·e no
indication as to the line of march of the main columns and
the position of the reserve; if an enemy were to draw con~

clusions of that description, he would be liable to make a serious
blunder.
,Yhen it is a question of a division or an army corps onl,r, as in

manceuvres, the balloon would generally be with the advanced
gnard, whose rUle is, above all, a demonstrative one, and would give
the enemy no hint as to the movements of the main body.
The dist,rnce of the balloon from headquarters being of no importance, provided telephonic or telegraphic communication is
established, it may under certa.in circumstances be used to deceive

I1

the enemy.

This was clone by General de Negrier at Kep in the

Tonquin campaign.
It has also been maintained that captive milik1,ry ballo0ns cannot
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make an ascent if the wind is at all strong (15 to 18 miles per hour).
This also is not the case, for experienced aeronants affirm that, with
a well-found military balloon, a wind of 33 miles per hot,r, which is
The captiYe
exceptional, may be encountered with safety.
ha.Hoon at the Geneva Exhibition worked without inconvenience in
a wind of 2i miles per hour; and it must be borne in min,l that
the adversary's balloon is subject to exactly the same atmospheric
conditions as ours. The objection has also Leen put forward that it
becomes impossible to take observations in a strong wind, due to
the oscillations of the car.
This is a very exaggerated statement. The oscillations depend
greatly on the method of suspension, and e"en whe11 they are very
great, they do not inconvenience the observer, provided they have a
certain regularity. The experiments carried out with the captfre
b,illoon at the Geneva Exhibition have demonstrate,\ that it is ,·ery
easy to observe throngh field glasses at distances of 3 or -1 miles,
even when the oscillations are as great as l 60 or 200 fePt.
The important question whether a balloon has anything to fear
from the enemy's fire is still to be considered, that is to say, whethcc
it should be kept at snch a distance in rear that ohservation of the
battlcfiel,l wonld be more ditficnlt; the answer to this question is
also in the negative.
Experiments of the effect of fire on balloons recently carried ont,
under conditions nearly sirnilar to those that wonkl happen in time
of war, have proved that a large expenditure of ammunition would
be necessary to pnt a balloon ont of action, even when it was in
range from the start.
The following conclusions are now admitt1~<l in France :--The
bullets from a small-bore rifle are of little danger to the envelope,
as the escape of 1':"S through the small holes made by them is quite
unimportant. Besides, captive balloons need not come so near the
enemy's lines. As regards the effect of artillery projectiles1 it has
been proved that a balloon is nearly invulnerable at a range of
G,000 yards, and a height of 2,GOO feet; and as its radius of observation is as grc1t as 9 miles, there is no reason why the balloon
should be placed within 3 or 4 miles of the enemy's batteries.
Experiments with the fire of a battery against a movable capti"e
balloon were caniec\ out at Steinfeld, in Austria, in July, 1895.
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After firing 80 rounds of shrapnel, which would give about 10,000
bullets and splinters, the balloon remained intact and onlv three
~
small unimportant holes were afterwards found in
The balloon can thus be secured from the effect of artillery fire,
the only enemy it has to fear, by keeping it far enough away from
the batteries, by sending it up to a great altitude (the length of the
cable has been made from 500 to 1,000 yards in many armies), and
by moving it about horizontally and vertically as soon as it become..;
exposed to an effective artillery fire.
The difficnlty of laying increases with the altitude of the balloon;
sometimes it even becomes necessary to dig a hole for the trail,
which makes the service of the gnus slower and Yery inconvenient.
\Ve belieYe that ,ve have proved in the foregoing pages the importance of captirn balloons in the leading of armies, and at how
great a disadvantage an officer would find himself who, h!tving no
balloon of his own, was obliged to carry out an action agairn:;t an
adversary provided with one. "'e further believe. that, for our
army, the necessity aud importance of the captive balloon are even
greater, the numerical weakness of our cavalry being taken into
account. It will probably always be in presence of a much larger
hostile cavalry force, and will tbus find the greatest difficulty in
reconnoitring the position of the enemy's largest bodies of men 1 both
before and dm·jng an action.
In addition, one reason for the adoption of this engine of w:.ll',
which alone is worth all the others put together, is the moral effect
produced by it.
It has been already related how, during the first war of the
Republic, the defenders of Cbarleroi called on their leaders to
capitulate becanse they considered it impossible to carry on the
defence under the eyes of observers in the car of the balloon,
despairing, as they said, of hiding thelr bad situation auy longer.
It is also reported that the balloon used in the Tonquin campaign
was of great assistance in keeping up the morale of the troops. Let
us consider what would be the effect on our militia were they to see
this powerful obserrntory of the enemy, from which they could hide
none of their movements, soaring in the air, had they not the satisfaction of knowing that we have similar means of observing the
enemy. "ronld not our soldiers and their leaders feel discouraged
by the indecision in our movements resulting from such a want,
while they would be made well aware by each of the enemy's mo,,eruents that he knew exactly bow to carry out the object be had in

it.
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,·iew 1 ·would not the spmts of our whole army be affected were
thev to believe themselves inferior to the army they were called on
to fight, owing to their not being provided with so indispensable
an engine of wr.. r, and their equipment being insuffici ent to properly conduct a campaign 1 Such matters of sentiment are of
undonbted value, especially to an army such as ours, where disci-

pline depends on the confidence reposed in its officers.
Besicles the general objections, which we have already refuted,
there are others which apply specially to the nse of balloons in
Switzerland.
It is claimed, for instance, that the grnund is too hilly to permit
of good observation from the car. This does not apply to the region
situated between the Jura, the Alps, the Lake of Genern, and the
Rhine, which is the only region which neeLl he taken into account
when considering large military operations; and in the whole of this
region the undulations of the ground are not high enough to mask

the Yiew of an observer at a height of 1,000 or 1,500 feet (still less
at a height of 3,000 feet). Several officers of the Swiss general
staff have made ascents in Switzerland for the express purpose of
studying this question, and one of them has recorded his impressions

as follows:" Even at a height of 600 feet above the ground the view is of
great interest : at a height of 1,000 to 1,500 feet one cau see perfectly every detail of the country for a radius of about 8 miles.
The various featnreR of the gronncl show up with great clearness,
as do the roacls, which appear Ii ke long white ribands. There is no
obserYatory that can compare with a balloon for giving a general
idea of the country ► becanse one has a bird's-eye view, in which eaeh

object appears as it really is.

The various undulations of the ground

and woods arc no obstacle to the view, as the line of sight passes
m·er them; so that, up to a dis~ance varying with the height of the
balloon, dead angles are almost entirely done away with. One has
the impression, and the impression is a correct one, that one has
under one's eyes a large model in "·hich every little detail is shown.

I am of the opinion that one could quite well see any troops
manreuvring within a range of 4 or 5 miles or even more, from a.

captive balloon kept at a height of 1,000 to 1,500 feet."
This is even truer, and the distances are still greater, if the balloon
mounts to 2,000 or 3,000 feet.
While it is maintainer! on the one hand that the features of the
ground in our country would impede the view from a. captfre
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balloon, it is claimed on the other ban,! that we have enough
elevated positions to enable us to dispense with an artificial obserrntory. A simple study of the map will suffice to disprove this
objection ; future battlefields will be found, as already stated, in the
Swiss plain; and twless a battle were fought at the Yery foot of the
eastern chain of the Juras, or at the foot of the Uetliberg, we know
of no other ground that could be used as a hattlefiehl near enough
to a height which could command a view of the whole fieltl of action.
"'e must not rely on chance in calculating the war equipment
necessary for us.

\Yhat we want is a.n observatory always ready,

which can be used everywhere, and movecl as may be required.
It has also been stated that there are greater difficulties in the
use of captive balloons in Switzerland than elsewhere, because the
\\'ind in Switzerland is stronger than in other countt'ies. This is one
of those statements that are based on no proper data, and which arc
acquiesced in too readily. The wind in Switzerland is no stronger
than elsewhere, as is proved by the reports of the meteorological
stations.
One last objection that has been brought forward is the difficulty
of giving the necessary instruction; our length of service being so

short, it is claimed that it would not be possible to properly train
the personnel necessary for a balloon park.
e believe this to be yet
another error; the service is in nowise so difficult as it appears to be,
and the instructicn and work of the company can be facilitated by a
diYision of labour. We would have a fixed section for the manufacture and compression of gas, which ' would be recruited from men

,v

whose trade would guarantee sufficient technical instruction, such as
engineers, chemists, mechanics and stokers. Then for tbe actual

balloon work, that is to say, for the transport and inflation of the
balloon, and for the ascents, we would have a special personnel
forming the field section ; here, too, we would recruit men ,yhose

trade would enable them to properly manipulate this equipme11t and
to carry out the necessary repairs, such as ropemakers, tailors,
mechanics, and so on. The non-commissioned officers and men

would be instructed in the inflation and management of the balloon,
and its transport across obstacles when inflated. The officers woulcl
learn, in addition, the practice of ascents and observation, and would

be given the necessary theoretical instructio11 to enable them to
:.!ways use their equipment with a thorough understanding of what
was required. We do not believe there will be any great difficulty
in obtai11ing this result, for the service is no more complicated than
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that of a field battery, a comp.iny of position or fortress artillery, or
a pontoon company, anrl it may be assnmed t hat professional
aeronauts conld without difficulty train the personnel they would
require to assist them.
It is also sometimes objected that we onght to wait until the
problem of aerial navigation be solved. An essay on aeronautics and
on all the att empts that have been made to roach this result would
Dupuy de Lome, Giffarrl,
be beyond the limits of this paper.
Tissandier, Yon, Renard and Krebs, Professor Langley and t he
engineer Maxim have made very interesting experiments, but which,
so far, are fruitless. It was believed more than ten years ago t hat
Commandant Renard had so!Yed the problem, but this turned out to
be a mistake ; similarly, the more recent rumour that Renard had
made an aeronef capable of making head way against winds of a
velocity of 27 miles an hour has not been confirmed. In spite of all
these attempts, it does not appear that there is any certainty, nor
even any probability, that the problem of aerial navigation will be
soon solved. It is impossible to say to-day whether only a few
years or 40 or 50 years will pass before man is able to move freely
through the air.
We do not, therefore, consider it necessary to wait for discoveries
which may not be made before the middle of next century before
we supply our army with balloon equipment. The war rnaleriel of
onr army should be in accordance with its actual wants, and the
captive balloon for use as a mo vable observatory on the battlefielcl
is an absolute necessity for us, not 20 or 50 years hence, but at
once and without any delay.
In forming a balloon company we naturally do not desire to start
anything new in that lin e, but we must carefully study what has
been done in other countries, and choose what appears to us to be t he
best and most easily adapted to the needs of our army.
As the result of the consideration we have devoterl to this
subject, we propose to form a balloon company with the followina
0
establishment :4 officers, 37 balloonists (N.O.O.'s and men), 34 N.O.O.'s and men
of the train, 8 riding horses, 58 draught horses, and ] 4 wagons.
The company to be divided into two sectionsThe field section ; and
The machine section,
the composition of which is shown in the table.
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The equipment to consist of(a). 1 complete balloon of about 22,000 cubic feet, with a spare
envelope and net. These are the parts that wear out the quickest,
and we ought to have spare articles of this description carried in the
wagons to replace casualties as may be needed.
(b). A cable and drum with a steam or oil engine, all carried on
1 wagon. The cable to he 2,500 or 3,000 feet in length, and to be
of silk or steel. The wagon should also carry a spare cable.
(c). l generator for the manufactme of hydrogen.
(cl). A gasometer to hold the gas when made, and before being
compressed. This gasometer need not be of metal, which would
require too complicated an installation; it should consist of a small
auxiliary balloon.
(e). l compressing machine for filling the tubes.
(f). Steel tubes to bold the compressed gas with the wagons
necessary to carry them.
The number of tubes required for one inflation would be distributed between 3 wag011s of special design ; as we are estimating

so as to be ready for all eventualities, we must have three inflations
or sets, which makes 9 wagons for carrying the tubes.

On the basis of the abo,·c scheme, and from the estimates of the
contractors and the information furnished by the technical section
of our military department, we have calculated the sum required for
the above equipment, installatio11s and wagons, the total of which
amounts to 153,600 francs (£6,144),divided up as follows:£

Fra.nt:s.

drum wagon with steam or oil e11giue,
and cables 3,000 feet long ; l hydrogen
gener1Ltor; l wagon with balloon complete ;

1 spare envelope and net ; 1 small gasometer
balloon
1 boiler for the compressing pump
Uompressing pumps with steam engines
3 sets of tubes (at 18,000 francs per set)
Tube wagons for carrying the tubes (9 at

52,800
6,000
11,000
54,000

...

2,112
240
440
2,160

18,000
2,000 francs)
4,500
\Vagons to carry stores (:J at 1,500 francs)
Cost of transport and 5 per cent. for contin7,300
gencies

720
180

Fr. 153,600

... £6,lH

292

It would also be necessary to procure the following for the
horses:Francs.

£

12,150
500

486

1,200

4-8

Fr. 13,850

£554

27 pairs of collar harness, at {50 francs
hreast harness, at 250 ,,
,,
2
5 sets of horse appointments for the N.C.O.'s,
at 240 francs
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The buildings required for a captive balloon, both for storing the
equipment and the wagons, and for working in whil9 instruction is
being carried out, are as follows : -

(ci). A shed for the balloon.
(b). A shed for the machinery.
(c). A shed for the boiler.
With reference to (a), the balloon she,!. A most important part
of the instrnction of a company consists not only in practising the
inflation of the balloon, but also in the use of the balloon for purposes
of observation, and in marching with the balloon inflated. It is
impossible, if one wishes to avoid great expense, to inflate the
balloon every day for these exercises, which have to be frequently
repeated, as the inflation of a 22,000 cubic feet balloon costs £16 or
£20. It is, therefore, necessary to keep the balloon inflated for
several days while these exercises are being carried out; and it. is
not possible to leave it without shelter for so long a time, as it would
suffer a great deal from the effects of wind, rain and sun.
In order, therefore, to take proper care of the equipment, it is

necessary to build a shed in which the inflated balloon can be
kept stored.
With reference to (b), the machinery building, it should contain( 1). The generator or apparatus for the prodnction of hydrogen.
(2). The compressing pumps.
(3). The gasometer.
As it is not possible to so regulate the production of gas that the
quantity produced by the generator corresponds exactly to what the
pumps can compress, it is necessary to collect the gas in a gasometer,
which serves as a reservoil' and a regnlator to minimize the loss of
gas, and to allow the pumps to work regularly. A small balloon of
about 2,000 cubic feet is the simplest and cheapest form of
gasometer.
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It is necessary to have a special building for these three apparatus,
with a space large enough to manipulate the tubes in.

There is room enough in these two sheds to store all the wagons
while instruction is not being carried on.

Referring to (c)., the boiler shecl. This building will contain the
stc~m boiler (loco-mobile), the coal, the acids, and the iron required in
the manufacture of the gas.
The estimate of the cost of these buildings is as follows :Francs.

For the balloon shed
machinery building
boiler shed

£

24,300
6,i00
4,000

9i2
268
160

l<'r. 35,000

£1,400

To these must he added the cost of a piece of ground of about a
square mile in extent; but as the dimensions and the price of this
ground depen,l entirely on local circumstances, it is not possible here
to give the exact figure. This station would be clone away with in
case these buildings could be constructed on the mauceuvring
ground of one of our garrisons.

The cost of the first purchases and t,he necessary instalhitions
would amount altogether to about 200,000 or 220,000 francs
(£cl,000 or £8,800).
The administration is simple, and could be at,tached to that of an
arsenal.

As to the instruction, the general regulations already

existing for the Engineers would be perfectly sufficient. Rut it
should be notified that there will only be a class of instrnctiou for
recruits every four years, which will consist of about 35 men, and

will be attached for administrative purposes to a school of recruits.
As the formation of a balloon company is a question of a new

uniL, it is necessary that this formation should be sanctioned by a
special law. It is, however, advisable to leave the Federal Council
or the Federal Assembly a certain amount of margin when determining its establishment, as the pl'rRrmnel and equipment required
can only be exactly settled after we have been able to carry out
some experiments on the employment of this new engine of war in
our country, and in conjunction with our army.

It is needless to state that the entire organization should be
attached to the E11giueers, as is the case in France, England and
Italy.

In conclusion, we again snbmit our sincere c01wiction that our
army cannot dispense with so powerful an engine of war for much
longer, nnlcss it desires to remain in a condition manifestly inferior
to that of otber European armies. The necessary establishment of
men and horses is so small that it need not be taken into account;
and the expense consequent on the formation of this new arm is in
nowise greater than the sums that we are constantly giving with
no hesitation, and with a complete knowledge of the reasons for so
doing, to complete our equipment and our preparations for war.
It is here a question not only of perfecting the technical portion of
our armament, but especially of strengthening the feeling of confidence in itself that our army should possess.
The moral effect that would be produced on our troops and their
leaders during a fight by the presence of a hostile balloon, when we
had not at our disposal a similar engine of war, would be quite
incalcubble, and might conduce to the loss of the battle which we
were fighting for the sa,fety of the country.
FEDERAL LAW RELATING TO THE FoR~IATION

m'

A BALLOON

CuMPANY.

The Federal Assembly of the Swiss Confederation having consirlered the message of the Federal Council dated 2-lth l\fay, l 897,
decrees:1. A Balloon Company, forming part of the Corps of Engineers, is
to be formed.
2. The Balloon Company is raised for duty with a captive balloon
and its park. Its establishment is to be in accordance with the
subjoined tables.
The Federnl Council will always be empowered to bring forward
in the_ budget such modifications of its org::rniz~1tion as may appear
from further experience to be necessary.
3. The men of the Balloon Company who are passed into the
Landwehr will remain attached to the company for work at the
depOt, and to make up the complement if so rer1uire<l.
4. The regnlations in force for the Corps of Engineers will be
used for the instrnction of the Balloon Company.
5. The Federal Council is directed, in a.cconla.nce with the pro,·isions of the Lltw of the 17th ,June, 187 +, relating to the votes of
the people on the Federal Laws arnl Decrees, to p11blish this Law,
anrl to fix a elate for its enforcement.
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ESTABLISHMENT OF A BALLOON CmrPANY.

(,1). Fie/cl /:iedi,m.
N.0.0. 's Riding
Officers. & Men. Horses.

Captain in command of the com prrny
First lieutenants or li eutenants ...

0

Qnartcrrnn.ster-sergt. of the train

2
0
0
0
0

N.C.O.'s of the train
i\len of the train
Trumpeter
l\Iedical orderly

0

2

0
0
0

27

:l

61

8

1
0
0

0
2
6

2

0
0
0
0
0

11

0

Scrgeant-nrnjor
Sergeants
Balloonists

0

1
3
25

2
1

0
0

2
0
1
0

(b). Machinery Serliu11.
First lieutenant or lieutenant
Sergeants
Balloonists
Corporal or acting N.C.O. of tbe train
i\Ien of the train .. .

0

0

Total--4 officers; 72 N.C.O.'s and men ; 8 ri,Jing hor.scs
1VAGONS AND DRAUGHT HOR SES OF THE COMPANY.

(a). Field Section.

1 drum wagon with 6 horses
1 balloon wagon with 6 horses
6 tu lie wagons with 6 horses each
3 tube wagons, unhorsed.
2 wagons with 2 horses each

13 wagons
Spare

G <lranght horses.
G
3G
4

2
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(b). Machinery Section.
One wagon and 4 draught horses ; if necessary, the generator can
also he counted as a wagon.
Total-14 wagons and 58 draught horses.
(The men of the train and tl,c draught horses belonging to the
machinery section arc for transport of tubes from the gas factory to
the nearest railway station).

